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1. Bologna's “Soundscape”

Quem ouve musica, sente a sua solidão de repente povoada 
(Robert Browning)

Allt stort som skedde i världen skedde först i någon människas fantasi 

                                                                                                     (Astrid Lindgren)

Ik wil deze nacht in the straten verdwalen,de klank van de stad maakt mijn ziel amoureus
(Wannes Van De Velde)

La libertà non è star sopra un albero,
non è neanche il volo di un moscone,

la libertà non è uno spazio libero,
libertà è partecipazione.

(Giorgio Gaber)

2.Introduction

The  intensive  programme  “Finding  pedagogical  resources  within  urban  places  “Building  the 
education  city”  began  three  years  ago  in  order  to  find  strategies  to  develop  our  citizenship, 
exploring different cultural and didactic approaches. As future teachers and educators we try to 
develop these aspects  through a child’s perspective to let them explore different ways to be an 
active citizen.
“In order to play, children need a space that can grow together with their capacity, their autonomy 
and their skills. A space that can accompany them during their development, which can offer them 
new experiences, new discoveries, new treasures.[...]the children need the city-no more, no less.”1 
Many years  ago  children  played  in  the  streets  ,  lived  in  the  city  together  and grow up in  it.  
Nowadays  it's  more  difficult  to  do  that  because  the  city  is  now  considered  more  dangerous, 
abandoned, as transit or parking place. They can’t decide where they want to go and what they want 
to  do.  “The  disappearance  of  these  citizens  from  the  streets  is  dramatic  proof  of  the  loss  of 
democracy in urban areas.” 2 

3. Description of what you have done and why  

As music group we started sharing our way to work with music and children in our countries; so the 
differences found out by this discussion made us think about what music is, if  music and sounds 
are the same thing  and if silence is part of music or not.
Then we thought about our life and about the role of music/sounds and silence in it, and how can we 
let children pass through the same process and discover what's the role of music in their life.
Looking through our  experience  as  city-citizen  we thought  and discuss  about  the  city  sounds 
surrounding us and about the way they can let feel in our city. We can feel attach at different sounds 
we are used to, we can feel disturbed by others or sometimes we are not aware about the sound that  
every day surround us.” car impose their own logic on the city, their own aesthetics, their  own 
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music”.3

After that we started reading the articles and think about music as pedagogical source we can use 
with children. But what happened to those children? Today, we can find them sitting in front of tv  
and computers,  or playing in places designed for them ad hoc, with friends that they have not 
chosen themselves and with adults controlling them. These places are designed more for parents 
who don't know where to leave their children, rather than to satisfy kids real needs. 
It’s important to use children as a parameter to rebuild the city: they are capable of interpreting their 
own needs and contributing to changing their cities by focusing on problems that adults disregard or 
minimize. A city that is suitable for children is a city in which everyone lives a better life. 
This is a new philosophy of city management. To get useful and meaningful collaboration out of 
children it's necessary to allow them to discover their true thoughts. The children who are aware of  
their own needs and desires are capable of making proposals to satisfy them. 
But how can they do that?
If we want children to express themselves we need to consider them as part of  society as equals 
and that means providing free access to the different city spaces.
We have to  think that  city  could be a  place to  explore and discover as  mysterious  and varied 
environment full of people, buildings, nature and sounds. If we look at the city as  a playground 
itself we can think as a place where everybody feels at home.
Our starting hypothesis is that in a modern society we are used to talk more than we listen;
we will try to know how the city can influence kid’s music education and how children can discover 
it through  its music and sounds, in order to help them to find their identity as person.
Through music you can let children listen to themselves, explore, recognize, accept and express 
their emotions and share them with others.
 If we get use to listen to the sounds of the city, our feelings, and other point of views we can  
improve our way of being in dialogue and participating in the city-life. In that way they can grow in 
active citizenship.

To discover that, we asked ourselves the following questions:
- What do you hear in the city?
- How does it  sound?
- How can we create music from the sound of the city?
- How can sounds help us to get involved into our city?

After a long discussion as a group we have decided to conceive city (Bologna) as a landscape of 
sounds – paesaggio sonoro. Based on this topic we have two parallel ways of working: 

1. Music as active citizenship resource 
2. Approach to music that induce pleasure and joy in children music experience and 

bring them able to listen and produce music, and to use that to communicate 

We will describe how this approaches are related with the aim of the Erasmus IP in the following 
table.
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4.Objectives of your educational project and methodologies

Since our project is based on sounds and music of the city, we started thinking about the ways we 
could use to reach our aims. Following the non-formal education we faced different pedagogical 
approaches:

Pedagogical approaches Objectives

Music as way to know myself and the others Explore, recognize, accept and express your/our 
inner world

Music as a way to learn To listen carefully the world around us 
to share our ideas with others

Music as a way to bring together different 
cultures

Respect others opinions, emotions, point of 
views and ways to express themselves

Music as way to experiment democracy Right to participate in an active way in the 
process of being part of something(family, class, 
society)

Music as way to know child's perspective Use children as parameter to rebuild the city



5. Activities planned for the children

As inspiration, we make an introduction with landscape and sounds of a foreign city. The children 
can answer to the following questions:

- What do you hear?
- Where do you think it is?
- What kind of sounds are there in Bologna? 
- How can we catch the sound?

The questions also depends on input of the children, so we can’t prepare all of them. 

Then we show the children how a recorder works, and take them outside – in small groups – to 
record  the  city  sounds,  not  depending  on the  teacher.  “Children's  play,  before  and  outside  the 
school, means “losing time” ,losing oneself in time, it means encountering the world in an exciting 
relationship, full of mystery, risk, adventure.”4

We choose that methodology because  risk must be considered an essential  component of play. 
Afterwards we go back to class, so the children can pick out one sound a group in a democratic  
way, and listen to the sound. All together we try to recognize these sounds.  

Following on this we can do a brainstorm with the children, so they can use their own inspiration  
for activities. Because we can not do a brainstorm with children at this moment, we give example of 
two of our own activities:

1. Make a sound landscape

From the sounds the children choose, we can make a sound landscape. At first we put all the sounds 
together. In this way we produce some kind of ‘city-song’. We listen to this song and while 
listening, the children paint the images that are coming to their minds.  Afterwards we look at the 
painting with the whole group, and tell each other what we see in it. From this experience we can 
try to understand child's perspective and use it to dialogue with politicians and urban planners; 
“they must be convinced that it is worthwhile, that children's awareness and creativeness combine 
to make a formidable alliance for real change in the city”5 

2.Reproduce sounds (making our own city-sound)

On the table there are all kind of different materials, children can choose a material to reproduce 
and explore sounds, or they can use their body to do this. For example, how can we reproduce a 
birds, cars,... song? With these materials we can make the sound of our  personal idea of the city.

4  Francesco Tonucci
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6. Discussion 
Discuss your theme in relation to your aim and the questions you proposed in the introduction

The aim of our project was to make children able to develop the capacity of listen to themselves and  
the others, by using music as a tool, and in particular by using the different sounds that composed it. 
We tried to exploit the sound resources of the urban area that surround us everyday, but we are not 
aware of. By taking the children to listen, explore and reproduce sounds, they can acquire a major 
sensibility in relation with the pleasure of listen and make music,  and also in relation with the 
possibility to be an active participant in the making process of improve this aspect of the city. 
In the urban area we can feel different sound if we put ourselves in the condition of listening the 
environment that surrounds us. 
These sounds can have different peculiarities and make you feel pleasant or less pleasant sensations,  
from that experience we can learn how to change the negative aspects to make them better in a 
active citizenship's  perspective. Making the children explore all  the possible ways to reproduce 
sounds by using different materials, languages and techniques, we composed a landscape of sounds 
by reproducing the collected material. In this way, it was possible to us to create music from sounds.
During this process we became aware of the music and sounds that the city can provide us and try 
to use that in our everyday life and with the children we will work with. We also learn how to put  
together different approaches to help children be active listeners and observers of their own life. We 
learn how to helps individuals to express themselves while involving the whole class group.
We will use the competences that we acquired to improve our future work as educators and teacher,  
especially in consider child's perspective in it.
We believe that music can be a tool to spread the respect to child culture and to let children grow in 
their own sense of belonging to their city.
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